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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Blue And White Mosaic Wall Tiles Square Marble Mosaic Tile Factory Supply

Short Description: This blue and white mosaic wall tile is

made of Blue Argentino Marble and Bianco Carrara White

Marble, the whole tile is in great-looking colors and good

materials. It is a perfect solution to improve your design of

any interior space.

Model No.: WPM472

Pattern: Square

Color: Blue & White

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

This blue and white mosaic wall tile is made of Blue Argentino Marble and Bianco Carrara White Marble, the

whole tile is in great-looking colors and good materials. It is a perfect solution to improve your design of any

interior space. We source the materials on high-quality standards, and the blue marble used in this Square

Marble Mosaic Tile is a rare material which is from Argentina, which exudes a captivating and serene hue that

instantly captivates the eye. The white marble is made into 4 small square bricks and combined into a larger

square, which is the same size as the light blue square chips. All small tiles are meticulously arranged in a

square pattern, creating a clean and contemporary aesthetic that is perfect for a variety of applications, from

residential bathrooms to commercial kitchen backsplashes. One of the standout features of this Blue And

White Mosaic Wall Tile is the high-quality hand-made craftsmanship and attention to detail. Each tile is

expertly cut and polished, ensuring a smooth and consistent surface that is not only visually appealing but
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also easy to maintain. The Bianco Carrara White marble mosaic pattern marble backsplash, with its distinctive

white veining, adds a touch of sophistication and contrast, seamlessly complementing the soothing blue

tones.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Blue And White Mosaic Wall Tiles Square Marble Mosaic Tile Factory Supply

Model No.: WPM472

Pattern: Square

Color: Blue & White

Finish: Polished

Size: 325x325x10 mm, 80x80mm for blue marble chips, 39x39mm for white marble chips.

Product Series

Model No.: WPM472

Color: White & Blue

Material Name: Blue Argentina Marble, Bianco Carrara Marble

Model No.: WPM471

Color: Black & White

Material Name: Black Silver Weave Marble, Carrara White Marble

Model No.: WPM473

Color: White & Grey

Material Name: Carrara Grey Marble, Bianco Carrara White Marble

Product Application

As a Square Marble Mosaic Tile Factory Supplier, we offer unparalleled versatility, making it an ideal choice for

a wide range of design projects. Whether you're looking to transform a bathroom into a serene oasis or

create a bold and eye-catching kitchen backsplash, this tile mosaic is the perfect solution. Imagine stepping

into a luxurious spa-like bathroom, where the light blue mosaic bathroom tiles create a calming and

rejuvenating atmosphere. The Thassos marble backsplash reflects the natural light, while the square pattern



of the tiles adds a touch of modern elegance. The result is a sanctuary where you can escape the stresses of

the day and indulge in a moment of relaxation.

Alternatively, envision a sleek and contemporary kitchen, where the Blue And White Mosaic Wall Tiles steal

the show. The Chinese kitchen marble mosaic tile creates a striking focal point, drawing the eye and setting

the tone for the entire space. The square pattern and contrasting colors add depth and visual interest, making

this tile mosaic a true work of art. Elevate your design with the "Blue And White Mosaic Wall Tiles Square

Marble Mosaic Tile Factory Supply." Crafted with the finest materials and unparalleled attention to detail, this

remarkable tile mosaic will transform any space into a stunning and sophisticated oasis. Whether you're

renovating a bathroom, updating a kitchen, or creating a one-of-a-kind feature wall, this tile solution is the

perfect choice to bring your design vision to life.

FAQ

Q: Is the actual product the same as the product photo for this Blue And White Mosaic Wall Tiles Square Marble Mosaic
Tile Factory Supply?

A: The real product may differ from the product photos because it is a kind of natural marble, there are no two absolute
same pieces of the mosaic tiles, even the tiles as well, please note this.

Q: What kinds of payment methods for Blue And White Mosaic Wall Tiles Square Marble Mosaic Tile Factory Supply?

A: You can make the payment to our bank account, Western Union, or PayPal: 30% deposit in advance, a 70% balance
before the goods are shipped on board is better.

Q: What is your price term for Blue And White Mosaic Wall Tiles Square Marble Mosaic Tile Factory Supply?

A: Normally FOB, then EXW, FCA, CNF, DDP, and DDU are available.

Q: Do you have stocks of Blue And White Mosaic Wall Tiles from Square Marble Mosaic Tile Factory Supply?

A: Our factory doesn't have stocks and the MOQ is 100 sq.m. Our factory may have stocks of some regularly produced
patterns, we will check if you need stock.


